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Your Life Path is 7
Your Compatibility with the 1 Life Path  Beautiful 7, this combination sometimes works ~ and sometimes 
doesn’t.  The initial connection between this energy combination is usually intellectual. There is an 
unconventional match between the two Life Paths that willingly stirs old concepts and opens the doors 
to the unconventional - and this includes the bedroom! Your 1 lover is fiercely independent, so give 
them the room they need to express themselves and explore the world at large.  At the same time, you 
need your own private space to explore your intellectual creativity, so in this regard, this match works 
quite well for both of you.  Independence is the name of the game with this match! As long as you both 
know who you are, there is absolutely zero reason why this relationship can’t shoot for the stars and 
beyond.  

Your Compatibility with the 2 Life Path  I LOVE this combo dear 7, but it is oh, so rare and here’s the 
reason.  Intuition (2) meets intelligence (7), sensitivity (2) meets clinical research (7) and the heart (2) 
meets the mind (7). Rarely are these two numbers attracted to one another, but if you find yourself with 
a 2, well then you are pretty much locked and loaded for life. Why?  Call it destiny, call it fate, trust me 
you’ll just know dear 7, so follow that brilliant higher intelligence you were born with and fall into this 
amazing experience that is clearly laced with purpose, higher vision and as I said, an overall sense of 
‘Destiny Point’.   If you are having trouble navigating all the pre-destined energy, learn more about both 
charts to find the secret in the sauce.

Your Compatibility with the 3 Life Path  This combination of numbers is particularly interesting.  The 
different natures of the seven and three makes for a relationship that either lasts for about two weeks 
before going up in flames, or remains exciting and powerful for a lifetime. If your relationship has existed 
for quite some time and can be considered stable, you may well be soul mates for life.  Deep romance 
turns to deep friendship to only flip again to deep romance.  Enough said.  This is a fabulous and 
magical pairing and if you find yourself in this spot…pay attention and learn more about both charts! 

Your Compatibility with the 4 Life Path  Dear 7, you’ve found your counterpart in your 4 Lover.  This match 
is truly one almost made in heaven.  The ‘almost’ can’t be left out because there are some sharp angles 
to be rounded off. This relationship is founded more on intellectual and spiritual levels than on the sensual, 
physical plane. Your dear 4 is firmly planted here on the earth plane with a wicked savviness towards 
what will work and what won’t work.  You, Dear 7 are firmly rooted in the Spiritual plane of higher ideals 
and philosophical thought and sometimes can be a bit of a dreamer. An ‘Earth and Heaven’ combo 
can make a powerful coupling for the simple reason that both compliment the other and support the 
idea of a Spiritual Being having a human experience. It just IS. The sharp angles to tackle relate to how 
you manage conflict and resolve as a couple – it’s all about respect and compromise. 

Your Compatibility with the 5 Life Path  Not only is this one of the best combinations for long-lasting 
relationships, but it is also a merging of archetypes that promises mental and spiritual growth. You 
both fulfill each other’s needs in many ways, both intellectually as well as spiritually and this truly is a 
partnership that is larger and more promising than the sum of its parts. Your dear 5 has a quick and 
flexible mind spiced with a wicked, offbeat sense of humor. Your 7 energy is also powerful in this regard, 
but operates on a more serious level connected to the higher realms of consciousness.  This seems like 
a perfect match, but this is also where minor misunderstandings can arise.  Both of you process life in 
different ways, so it is important that you give each other the freedom to express these differences 
without shutting one another down.  The key phrase for this relationship that will ensure long-lasting 
sustainability is this: respect.  

Your Compatibility with the 6 Life Path  A strange and not very common combination, the six and the 
seven have a kind of love-hate relationship.  While the six is strongly motivated by emotions and romance, 
the seven is an intellectual and somewhat secretive and distant energy. Your 6 lover is connected to 
family and strong emotional bonds, while you Dear 7 are much more independent and cerebral (and 
often times quiet) and simply need more time and space to yourself to feel grounded.  Unless this 
obvious difference is understood and accepted, it can become a problem in your relationship that 
more often than not, causes much unhappiness. If you are in a long-term committed relationship there 
are more than likely compatible numbers inside of your comprehensive charts that work well together. 



Your Compatibility with the 7 Life Path  This truly can be a beautiful combination, filled with great 
potential for spiritual growth for both partners.  The relationship between two seven’s may start in the 
heart, but it quickly moves to the soul and the term “soul mates” often applies to people who have 
the seven in common in this part of the chart. However, with that said, no other number can, at times, 
become as stubborn and unforgiving when it comes to small matters which can cause molehills to turn 
into mountains so it’s important to have clear pathways of communication between you when it comes 
to the little things.  You both experience a strong, highly imaginative inner life and as a consequence, 
you need to carve out time to be alone on a regular basis. 

Your Compatibility with the 8 Life Path  If you find yourself in this Life Path combination, other numbers 
in your chart are the source of your mutual attraction. Rarely do the 7 and 8 Life Path’s connect on 
a romantic level. The notion that opposites attract does not hold true for the 7/8 combination. In a 
nutshell, you simply have different priorities for life and often times will find yourselves at opposite ends 
of the spectrum when it comes to likes and dislikes, from movies to books, to travel arrangements, to 
housing, decorating, art, and so forth. The friends you attract are also very different, and on that note, 
so are your social needs.  The key to success with this coupling is this: allowing one another copious 
amounts of space and freedom. 

Your Compatibility with the 9 Life Path  This coupling usually gets along ‘just fine’ as long as too much 
interaction is not required.  Although compatible in some areas they are just not all that interested in 
each other’s issues.  If you imagine the seven and the nine as two archetypes forced to spend some 
time together in a social event, you might see them politely chatting about superficial stuff for a couple 
of minutes, then lapse into extended silence. However, there is no dislike, the issue here is simply a 
lack of interest. Religion specifically tends to be the one spot where the 7 and 9 are incompatible.  A 
complete difference in taste can cause other areas of conflict.  In a nutshell Dear 7, if you find yourself 
in a relationship with a 9 Lover, the mutual attraction will be found in other core numbers of your charts.  

♥

We hope you have enjoyed this quick snapshot compatibility 
report!  A full compatibility report would allow you to compare 
your life path numbers more deeply including the core aspects 
of your collective charts. Comparing charts will tell you how close 
your attitudes and approaches are regarding money, career, 
communication, personal expression and yes, love. Your charts 
will be presented together and compared by key numerological 
aspect aiding in conflict resolution and reunion through compassion, 
awareness and understanding. This information is invaluable not 
just in love relationships but in understanding family dynamics as 
well as business partnerships. 
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scroll down to the compatibility report.


